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Release Notes for Okuma MTConnect Adapter

1. Introduction

1.1 Disclaimer of Warranty

Okuma America Corporation makes no representations or warranties, either expressed or implied, by or with respect to anything in this document, and shall not be liable for any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or for any indirect, special or consequential damages.

Copyright © 2017, Okuma America Corporation.
All rights reserved.

GOVERNMENT RIGHTS LEGEND: Use, duplication or disclosure by the U.S. Government is subject to restrictions set forth in the applicable Okuma America Corporation license agreement and as provided in DFARS 227.7202-1(a) and 227.7202-3(a) (1995), DFARS 252.227-7013(c)(1)(ii) (Oct 1988), FAR 12.212(a) (1995), FAR 52.227-18, or FAR 52.227-14, as applicable.

"Okuma America Corporation" and Okuma America Corporation's products are trademarks of Okuma America Corporation. References to other companies and their products use trademarks owned by the respective companies and are for reference purpose only.

1.2 Purpose

The purpose of the Release Notes document is to communicate major new features and changes in this release of the Okuma MTConnect Adapter. It also documents known problems and workarounds.

1.3 Scope

This document describes this public release of Okuma MTConnect Adapter version 3.1.0

1.4 References

None

2. About This Release

In this release, the device configuration file, named Devices.xml, is automatically generated by the application to meet per machine specification that the adapter currently can support.

2.1 Prerequisite Software

This release of this application is required to include:

- THINC API release 1.19.0.0 for Lathe
- THINC API release 1.18.0.0 for MC
- THINC API release 1.19.0.0 for Grinder
- Start-up Service version 3.2.1.0 or latest version
- MTConnect Agent version 1.3.0.17 or latest version
- MTConnect schemas 1.3.0.0 only.

2.2 License

Not applicable
2.3 Machine Model

This release supports OKUMA OSP-P300/P200/P100II machines.
The following files included with the installation disk contain data items that can be supported per machine type:
- Lathe2SPDevices.xml: Lathe with 2 sides
- LatheDevices.xml: Any Lathe except for 2 sides Lathe
- MCDevices: Any Machining Center
- GrinderDevices: Any P300G Grinder
- Agent.cfg: default agent configuration file

Please contact your local distributor service department if you experience any difficulties with installing the software or using the system.

2.4 Features

The adapter supports MTConnect schema version 1.3.0 only.
This version and new version of MTConnect Adapter can support the following languages:
- English (default)
- Japanese
- Chinese

3. Known Issues

3.1 P100II - Two side Lathe

Feed hold status does not report correctly for these tags. It only reports the current active side of machine on NC HMI but not the individual side of machine.

3.2 Tool Data

Tool Assets cannot be supported on P100II, all turning machines such as P200L/P300S/P300L controls with special 8 Digits Tool ID option.

For P300S(LP):
Tool Asset, Current Tool for A/B/C turret, and ToolAssetID tags will not be available when one of the following conditions are met:
- Tool ID NC SPEC CODE (32,6) is ON
- TMIM NC SPEC CODE 2 (3,6) is OFF

For P300L:
Tool Asset, Current Tool for A/B/C turret, and ToolAssetID tags will not be available when the specification of LTIM NC SPEC CODE 2 (27,2) is OFF.
4. Defects fixed in this release

4.1 Lathe
Correct Tool Asset that has R displayed in ATC magazine pots.

4.2 All OSP-P controls
Correct Date and Time stamp when application is running under Italian language.